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2022 – International Impact
Ratings
Lynn University

• Recognized by Times Higher Education (2022)

Embedding
social impact
in the
classroom

Why should we
do it?
*Rankings are public and many universities now
participate (“Impact Ranking,” 2022)
*Students are concerned with these issues (Cort et
al., 2022)
*Important for us to emphasize these goals in the
classroom

How can it be done in
communication classes?
Examples

Example 1: Campaign for a Cause
(COM 101)
Assignment:
• Identify a cause that is important to you
using the UN Sustainable Goals as a
reference
• Find a minimum of three reputable
sources for research
• Create a campaign for a cause based on
your research

Campaign assignment details
• Five-minute presentation to class
• 10-12 slides including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Research findings
Goals
Target Audience
Big idea
Strategy
Creative executions
Conclusion

Student Work: Cause - Mental Health

In teams, select an organization

Example 2:
PR Purpose
Campaign
(COM 212)

Conduct a communications audit on that
organization and compare to a competitor
Identify and create a new purpose initiative
for the organization (must be relevant to
stakeholders)

Create a PR campaign to support and
promote your new initiative

Student Work

What are the benefits?

Students

Community

World

Students
• 90% of Gen Z members reported making changes
in their daily lives to live more sustainably.
• 70% are influenced by commitments to fair wages
and safety;

• 60% want to know a brands commitment to
diversity and inclusion;
• 45% are influenced by eco-friendly materials.

Wightman-Stone, Danielle. “Gen Z Consumer Inspired by Sustainability and
Self-Expression.” FashionUnited, FashionUnited, 26 Apr. 2022,
https://fashionunited.uk/news/retail/gen-z-consumer-inspired-bysustainability-and-self-expression/2021060155788.

Power to Make
a Change
•
•
•
•
•

Be Like
Brit

24 Community
Partners 2021
Power to Help Collectively
➢ Sense of Self
➢ Collective Identity
➢ More than “Me”

Power to Make the
World Better
•
•
•
•
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Thank You
Let’s make our world a little brighter!

